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Abstract
We calculate the values of non-factorizable dimension–7 vacuum condensates in the
instanton vacuum. We comment on a method, recently proposed by Oganesian, to
estimate the dimension–7 condensates by factorization of dimension–10 condensates
in various inequivalent ways. The instanton estimates could be used to analyze the
stability of QCD sum rules with increasing dimensions.
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1
In applications of the QCD sum rule method one frequently requires the vacuum
expectation values of operators of high dimension. One such instance are power corrections
to the moments of polarized structure functions (Bjorken and Ellis–Jaffe sum rules),
which were originally computed including operators up to dimension 8 [1, 2]; later the
calculations were extended to dimension 10 [3, 4] (see ref.[5] for a critical analysis of
the QCD sum rule calculations). The usual way to estimate the values of the higher–
dimensional condensates is by factorization, i.e., if possible one writes the operator as a
product of lower–dimensional operators with non-vanishing VEV and assumes dominance
of the vacuum intermediate state. This approximation is justified in the large–Nc limit.
Recently, an interesting extension of the factorization method was proposed by Ogane-
sian [4]. His method is based on the observation that some high–dimensional operators can
be factorized in different ways by making use of the QCD equations of motion. Assuming
equivalence of the different factorized approximations to the high–dimensional conden-
sate (“self–consistent factorization”) he obtains relations between the lower–dimensional
condensates arising in the factorization. In this way, starting from a dimension–10 op-
erator, he derives a set of relations between dimension–7 operators which, together with
some additional assumptions, allow him to estimate the values of the dimension–7 con-
densates. This, in turn, furnishes a factorized approximation to the original dimension–10
condensate.
The aim of this note is to address two points. First, we would like to comment on the
approach of ref.[4] from the point of view of the 1/Nc–expansion. We point out that not
all of the relations obtained there are consistent with the 1/Nc–expansion. Second, for a
rough quantitative check we estimate the vacuum expectation values of the dimension–7
operators in the instanton vacuum. We use a method by which QCD operators are sys-
tematically represented as effective operators in the effective chiral theory derived from
the instanton vacuum [9, 10]. While the values of higher–dimensional condensates in the
instanton vacuum have no physical significance by themselves, the estimates can never-
theless be used to assess the convergence of QCD sum rule calculations with increasing
dimension.
In ref.[4] an attempt is made to determine the vacuum expectation values of the
following dimension–7 operators, which themselves are not factorizable:
Rd =
1
12
〈 ψ¯
λa
2
ψ dabcF bµνF
c
µν 〉, (1)
Rf =
1
12
〈 ψ¯
λa
2
σαβψ f
abcF bµαF
c
µβ 〉, (2)
S1 =
1
24
〈 ψ¯iγ5ψ F
a
µνF˜
a
µν 〉, (3)
Sd =
1
12
〈 ψ¯
λa
2
γ5ψ d
abcF bµνF˜
c
µν 〉, (4)
where we have set Fµν ≡ gGµν . Applying the “self-consistent factorization” described
above the following relations between dimension–7 condensates were derived in ref. [4]:
1
6
R1 +
1
2
Rd +Rf +
3
7
N ≈ 0 , (5)
2
Rd +Rf +
22
21
N ≈ 0 , (6)
Sd −
4
21
N ≈ 0 , (7)
where we have introduced the notation
R1 =
1
24
〈F aµνF
a
µν〉〈ψ¯ψ〉, (8)
N =
1
24
〈ψ¯
λa
2
σαβψ F
a
αβ〉
2 / 〈ψ¯ψ〉. (9)
Let us note that in the course of the derivation of Eqs.(5–7) in ref. [4] it was assumed that
S1 ≈ Sd ∼ 0, and some of the four–fermionic condensates were neglected. We would like
to comment on the assumption that Sd ≈ S1 ∼ 0. The first relation follows from Eq.(7),
which implies Sd ≈ N/5, which is zero at the given level of accuracy (∼ 30%). We shall
see below that indeed Sd ≈ N/5 with the values obtained from the instanton vacuum.
The smallness of S1, on the other hand, was obtained in ref. [4] by representing S1 as a
difference of two factorizable vacuum averages,
S1 =
1
24
(
〈 ψ¯ψ F 2 〉 −
1
2
〈 ψ¯σαβσγδψ F
a
αβF
a
γδ 〉
)
, (10)
which were argued to cancel each other after factorization. However, the large–Nc analysis
shows that this cancellation occurs at level N2c , whereas S1 itself is of order Nc. Thus the
cancellation of the O(N2c ) terms is merely a statement about the large–Nc behavior of S1,
but does not imply the smallness of S1 relative to, say, N .
We now want to estimate the values of the dimension–7 condensates in the instanton
vacuum. The basis of our description is the medium of independent instantons with an
effective size distribution, which was obtained by Diakonov and Petrov as a variational
approximation to the interacting instanton partition function [7]. The average instanton
size is
ρ¯ ≃ (600MeV)−1. (11)
Fermions interact with the instantons mainly through the zero modes associated with
the individual instantons. By integrating over the coordinates of the (anti–) instantons
in the medium one derives in the large–Nc limit an effective fermion theory of the form
of a Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model with many–fermionic interactions, which describes the
dynamical breaking of chiral symmetry [8]. In ref.[9] a method has been developed by
which QCD operators involving gluon fields can systematically be represented as many–
fermion operators. The averages of these “fermionized” operators in the vacuum of the
effective fermion theory can be computed using standard techniques. It was shown that
this method gives matrix elements fully consistent with the QCD anomalies. The method
has been applied to compute the dimension–5 mixed quark–gluon condensate [10]. Re-
cently, nucleon matrix elements of QCD operators of twist–3 and 4 have been calculated
within the description of the nucleon as a chiral soliton of the effective theory [11].
Let us consider first the operator of Eq.(2),
ORf (x) =
1
12
ψ¯(x)
λa
2
σαβψ(x) f
abcF bµα(x)F
c
µβ(x). (12)
3
Following [9], after passing to the Euclidean theory we want to replace the gluonic part
of this operator, fabcF bµα(x)F
c
µβ(x), by an effective fermion operator. The field strength
of one (anti–) instanton in singular gauge, centered at the origin, is given by
F aµν(x)I(I¯) =
[
(η∓)aρν
xµxρ
x2
+ (η∓)aµρ
xρxν
x2
−
1
2
(η∓)aµν
]
8ρ2
(x2 + ρ2)2
, (13)
where (η±)aρν = η
a
ρν , η¯
a
ρν are the ’t Hooft symbols; the field takes values in the algebra of
the group SU(2). The instanton is embedded in the color group SU(Nc) by identifying
the SU(2) group with the subgroup spanned by the generators λ1, λ2, λ3. For a general
instanton, with color orientation described by an SU(Nc) matrix, U , and centered at z,
one has (
fabcF bµα(x)F
c
µβ(x)
)
I(I¯)
= −1
2
tr [λaUλbU †]
[
(η∓)bρα
yρyβ
y2
+ (η∓)bαρ
yρyβ
y2
−
1
2
(η∓)bαβ
]
64ρ4
(y2 + ρ2)4
, (14)
where y = x − z. In zero mode approximation [6], the interaction of the quark field
(ψ† ≡ iψ¯) with the (anti–) instanton with collective coordinates U , z and size ρ is given
by
V±[ψ
†, ψ] = 4pi2ρ2
∫
d4k1
(2pi)4
∫
d4k2
(2pi)4
eiz·(k2−k1) F (k1)F (k2)
× ψ†(k1)
[
Uτ∓µ τ
±
ν U
†
] [1
8
γµγν
1± γ5
2
]
ψ(k2). (15)
Here F (k) is a form factor of width ρ−1, proportional to the Fourier transform of the
wave function of the fermion zero mode, with F (0) = 1, and τ±κ are Nc × Nc matrices
with (τ,∓i) in the upper left corner and zero elsewhere [6]. The many–fermion vertex
corresponding to fabcF bµα(x)F
c
µβ(x) is then defined as the average of the product of Eq.(14)
with Eq.(15) over the collective coordinates of one instanton [9],
(YfFF±)
a
αβ(x)[ψ
†, ψ] = i
NcM
4pi2ρ¯2
∫
d4z
∫
dU
(
fabcF bµα(x)F
c
µβ(x)
)
I(I¯)
V±[ψ
†, ψ].
(16)
Performing the integral over color orientations in the leading order of the 1/Nc–expansion,
Eq.(16) becomes
(YfFF±)
a
αβ(x)[ψ
†, ψ] =
iMρ¯2
Nc
∫
d4k1
(2pi)4
∫
d4k2
(2pi)4
eik·x GfFF (k) F (k1)F (k2)
× ψ†(k1)
λa
2
Γαβ
1± γ5
2
ψ(k2),
Γαβ = σρβ
kαkρ
k2
+ σαρ
kρkβ
k2
− 1
2
σαβ , k = k2 − k1. (17)
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Here we have introduced the Fourier transform of the function fabcF bµαF
c
µβ of the (anti–)
instanton field,∫
d4x
(
fabcF bµα(x)F
c
νβ(x)
)
I(I¯)
exp(−ik · x)
= GfFF (k)
[
(η∓)aρβ
kαkρ
k2
+ (η∓)aαρ
kρkβ
k2
− 1
2
(η∓)aαβ
]
, (18)
GfFF (k) = −64ρ
4
∫
d4x
1
(x2 + ρ2)4
[
1 +
4
3
(
(k · x)2
k2x2
− 1
)]
exp(−ik · x)
= 32pi2
{
−
(
t2
6
+ 4 +
32
t2
)
K0(t)−
(
t+
16
t
+
64
t3
)
K1(t) +
64
t4
}
,
t = kρ, (19)
cf. the expression for the Fourier transform of the instanton field in ref.[10].
With fabcF aµα(x)F
b
µβ(x) replaced by the many–fermion vertices, Eq.(17), resulting from
I’s and I¯’s, the operator Eq.(12) is represented by the effective quark operator
“ORf”(x)[ψ
†, ψ] =
−i
12
ψ†(x)
λa
2
σαβψ(x)
[
(YfFF+)
a
αβ(x) + (YfFF−)
a
αβ(x)
]
. (20)
Computing the average of Eq.(20) in the vacuum of the effective fermion theory derived
from the instanton medium, with the fermion propagator given by
G(k) = (k/ − iMF 2(k))−1, (21)
where M is the dynamically generated quark mass at zero momentum,
M ≃ 350MeV, (22)
we find
Rf = 〈“ORf”〉eff =
NcM
24pi2 ρ¯6
I(2)(Mρ¯), (23)
I(2)(Mρ¯) ≡ 4pi2ρ¯6
∫
d4k1
(2pi)4
∫
d4k2
(2pi)4
GfFF (k)F (k1)F (k2)N(k1, k2)
[k21 +M
2F 4(k1)] [k
2
2 +M
2F 4(k2)]
, (24)
N(k1, k2) =
1
4
tr [σαβ(k/ 1 + iM(k1))Γαβ(k/ 2 + iM(k2))]
=
1
k2
[
8k21k
2
2 − 6(k
2
1 + k
2
2)k1 · k2 + 4(k1 · k2)
2
]
.
Evaluating the integral numerically we find
I(2)(Mρ¯ = 0) =
64
5
. (25)
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(The limit Mρ¯ → 0 corresponds to working in the leading order of the packing fraction
of the instanton medium). Thus,
Rf =
16
15
×
NcM
2pi2ρ¯6
(26)
Along the same lines we can compute the values of the other condensates, Eqs.(1, 3,
4). The effective fermion vertex for the function of the gauge field involving the totally
symmetric structure constants, dabc, in Eqs.(1, 4) can easily be determined in analogy to
Eq.(14). One finds
Rd =
8
45
S1 = −
8
15
Sd = −
8
45

×
NcM
2pi2ρ¯6
(27)
The values of the gluon, quark, and mixed quark–gluon condensates in the instanton
vacuum are as follows [9, 10]:
〈F aµνF
a
µν〉 = 16C
NcM
2
ρ¯2
, C ≈ 0.335, (28)
〈ψ¯ψ〉 = −
NcM
2pi2ρ¯2
, (29)
〈ψ¯
λa
2
σαβψ F
a
αβ〉 = −4×
NcM
2pi2ρ¯4
. (30)
(In order to express the gluon condensate in terms of the dynamical quark mass we have
made use of the self–consistency condition defining the dynamical quark mass [6, 9].)
Having all these values at hand we are now able to check the relations Eqs.(5–7). Grouping
the contributions with different signs on different sides one gets, in units of NcM/2pi
2ρ¯6,
1.16 ≈ 0.4 , (31)
1.24 ≈ 0.7 , (32)
0.17 ≈ 0.13 . (33)
We see that the first relation Eq.(5) works poorly numerically, whereas the other relations
are satisfied with reasonable accuracy. Probably the failure of Eq.(5) is due to the neglec-
tion in ref. [4] of S1 contributions. In our estimate S1 ≈ 0.8N is not negligible, contrary
to the claim of ref.[4], which is based on inconsistent large–Nc counting.
To summarize, we have estimated the values of the dimension–7 non-factorizable
quark–gluon condensates in the instanton model of the QCD vacuum; the estimates are
given by Eqs.(26, 27). In contrast to the estimates based on the factorization method of
ref.[4], namely S1 ≈ Sd ≈ Rf ≈ 0 and Rd ≈ −R1, we obtain rather Sd ≈ Rd ≈ 0 and
−Rf ≈ S1 ≈ N , in the sense of 50% accuracy.
6
We stress that individual values of the higher–dimensional condensates have no direct
physical significance. Nevertheless, it would be extremely interesting to reanalyze the sta-
bility of QCD sum rules using the set of values of high dimensional condensates estimated
in the instanton vacuum.
Finally, we note that it is possible to evaluate the corrections to the Bjorken and
Ellis–Jaffe sum rules in the instanton vacuum directly [11], not relying on an expansion
of correlation functions in terms of local condensates of increasing dimension as in the
QCD sum rule method. The twist–3 and 4 flavor nonsinglet corrections, d
(2)
NS and f
(2)
NS,
have been computed in this approach in ref.[11] and are in reasonable agreement with the
sum rule results of refs.[1, 2, 3].
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